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DisplayIt! Competitive Statement
Strategic statement:  DisplayIt! simplifies and dramatically decreases the cost of
implementing high-end digital signage programs.  It affords the features typically found
in software costing tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars, in a program that is
inexpensive and simple to use.  DisplayIt! is digital signage for the rest of us.

Competitive comparison points:  Digital sign software can be compared feature-by-
feature to determine its value for the price paid. We believe DisplayIt! tops them all!

1) Multiple zones.  One of the major divisions between low-end software and
more comprehensive systems is the ability to create zones for various types of
media which are shown at the same time.  DisplayIt! allows four zones,
image, video, Flash/PowerPoint, and text bar to be displayed simultaneously.
Most other packages have only full-screen (slide show like) capability.

2) Custom templates for zones.  For those systems with multiple zones, reusable
templates to place the various content types are a must.  Many systems only
allow the use of their built-in templates (usually a small selection).  DisplayIt!
has built-in templates, but also allows creation of custom reusable templates.

3) Security and administration.  Large companies and educational institutions
need departments to be authorized to update their own displays, but not others.
Educators want to allow students to create presentations, but not to be able to
display them until authorized by a specific person.  DisplayIt! meets these
needs through its comprehensive security system.  Each user is allowed to
only access certain displays, functions, and presentations.  A user can even
lock their own presentations so that they cannot be modified by others.

4) Streaming video support.  Allowing UDP or RTP streams of video to be
displayed within a zone, (or full screen) frees DisplayIt! users from the
limitations of recorded video.  Live video from broadcasts, or in-house studios
can be sent to one or more displays, along with other content elements.

5) Internal media library.  Some high-end packages require the use of remote
(software company owned) media storage.  Instead, DisplayIt! allows the user
to build a shared library of video, image, Flash, and PowerPoint presentations
may all be stored on their own in-house server.  This saves money and
prevents sensitive corporate digital assets from being lost or misused.

6) Comprehensive scheduling with a visual calendar and day-at-a-glance view.
Scheduling presentations onto displays is a simple and quick process that
anyone can do.  Repeat functions allow an item to be shown every day, every
weekday, every weekend, every month, or every year at the specified time.
An item can be scheduled to repeat for up to 2 years at a time.  You can turn
off a display’s video at night, and make it restart at a certain time every day.
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7) Streaming or local playback.  DisplayIt! will send commands to the media
player to stream content immediately (pulling strategy) or push the content
onto the media player’s internal storage for playback from there.  This is
handled automatically by a background program, DI Transport, which
watches the schedule for seven days in advance, and places only the media
necessary on each display.  It also erases media that is no longer needed to
maximize the available storage.  This enables large wide area networks to run
effectively with good video performance – even over the Internet.

8) Auto configuration of the media player.  When DisplayIt! first communicates
with a media player, it automatically optimizes all of its internal settings.  All
you need to set is which video out port/cable you want to use!  It even has
buttons on-screen for displaying the IP address, restarting, or sending a test
image to any unit.  This reduces the setup time for digital sign networks.

9) Scheduling by group.  Any number of display groups may be defined by the
user.  These groups may have their own schedules.  Individual displays may
also have their own schedules.  When you look at the schedule for a display,
you will see both its own scheduled items, and those scheduled for every
group that it is a member of – all in one simple-to-understand view.

10) Comprehensive logging.  DisplayIt! continually creates and maintains logs in
an Excel spreadsheet compatible format.  By sorting columns in Excel, it is
easy to see what content played on what display and when.  Additional logs
track the background process that sends presentations to the media player’s
internal storage.

11) Instant messaging capability.  Two companion programs, DI Now! and DI
Text allow digital sign messages to be updated on the fly. DI Text allows
receptionists to change the text greetings on the displays in the company
lobby.  DI Now! allows a user to change the presentation on a specific display,
or any number of displays, by simply selecting the presentation from a pop-up
menu.  That is an excellent way to broadcast an emergency message, or to
change the content of a single overhead display (for example, in a ticket
window environment). These packages are $500 each for all PCs in a firm.

12) Scaled pricing.  DisplayIt! licenses are on a per-display basis.  A one-display
paid up license is only $600.  Educational, government, and non-profit
customers enjoy a 10% discount, and there are quantity breaks at the 11th and
21st displays.  Compare this to packages with fewer features than DisplayIt!
that cost $25,000, $65,000, or over $100,000 - even if you are only running a
single display!  As you compare costs, also remember that some companies
require (and charge for) the use of their media library servers.  Others tack on
more for features like video streaming that are built into DisplayIt! Clients are
encouraged to test DisplayIt! for free, and are only charged when they are
satisfied that it meets their digital signage needs.  We firmly believe that
DisplayIt! is the cost/value leader in the digital signage marketplace today.


